Introduction {#H1-1-ZOI190537}
============

Machine learning for health care is a rapidly growing interdisciplinary field gaining interest in academia and practice.^[@zoi190537r1],[@zoi190537r2],[@zoi190537r3],[@zoi190537r4],[@zoi190537r5],[@zoi190537r6]^ The purpose of this work was to perform quantitative and qualitative evaluations of the state of machine learning for health research. As the field evolves, analyses can elucidate research trends, behaviors, and future opportunities. In this work, we performed an analysis using the submitted and accepted manuscripts from the recent Third Annual Machine Learning for Health (ML4H) workshop at the 32nd Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NeurIPS) on December 8, 2018.^[@zoi190537r7]^

The ML4H offers a unique opportunity to examine the trends of the field for 2 reasons. First, as a workshop, ML4H accepts manuscripts ranging from preliminary work indicative of ongoing research to fully complete studies, which subsequently are featured in full conferences or journals. This approach yields a more complete picture of the field than would be obtained by analyzing the output of a full conference alone. Second, ML4H is a large venue---in 2018, ML4H received 240 submissions from researchers applying machine learning to health, of which 80 were accepted for full poster presentations and an additional 86 were accepted for digital acceptances. By comparison, other prominent machine learning for health venues, including Medical Imaging Meets NeurIPS (n = 32),^[@zoi190537r8]^ *Biomedical Natural Language Processing* Workshop of the Association of Computational Linguistics (n = 26),^[@zoi190537r9]^ Machine Learning for Healthcare (n = 31),^[@zoi190537r10]^ and the International Workshop on Data Mining in Bioinformatics (n = 42),^[@zoi190537r11],[@zoi190537r12],[@zoi190537r13]^ had anywhere from 26 to 42 accepted manuscripts. Thus, ML4H's large scale offers the opportunity to examine current trends, both quantitatively and qualitatively, within machine learning for health care.

Our analysis included 4 primary components. First, we conducted an expert review of all accepted submissions across a battery of criteria, including what data sets are used, how extensively technical authors directly collaborate with clinicians, and what clinical tasks and diseases are most studied. Second, beyond analyzing the content of the manuscripts themselves, we also analyzed how the pool of authors who submitted manuscripts to ML4H compare with the authors with manuscripts at the main NeurIPS conference. Third, we performed computational modeling of the content of the manuscripts. We found that the resultant topics appeared to be associated with meaningful research areas and tools. We made this topic breakdown accessible publicly through a web application, allowing readers and authors to see how various manuscripts relate to one another. Fourth, we concluded with a summary of the key themes and ideas present at the ML4H workshop and what these imply for the field on the whole.

Methods {#H1-2-ZOI190537}
=======

Researcher Characteristics and Ethical Considerations {#H2-1-ZOI190537}
-----------------------------------------------------

This study is a retrospective analysis of accepted and publicly disclosed research. There was no intervention, interaction with researchers, or use of private information to perform the analyses in this study. This study does not meet the definition of human research under the US Department of Health and Human Services protection of human subject regulations. Data were not deidentified and are publicly available. The study organizers all actively perform machine learning for health research, participated in organizing the workshop, and were involved in the acceptance process of submission for the workshop. All analyses should be considered in this context and the stated goal of the workshop: "moving beyond supervised learning." The analyses in this study followed the Standards for Reporting Qualitative Research ([SRQR](http://www.equator-network.org/reporting-guidelines/srqr/)) reporting guideline.^[@zoi190537r14]^ Each portion of the analyses was made available to all authors, researchers did not perform rubric review on manuscripts for which they had conflicts of interest, and source code for topic analyses has been made publicly available.^[@zoi190537r15]^

Included Submissions {#H2-2-ZOI190537}
--------------------

Organizers from the ML4H workshop at NeurIPS 2018 accepted a total of 166 manuscripts, including 16 selected for spotlight talks, 64 selected for poster presentations, and an additional 86 that were digitally accepted to be included on the workshop website. Rejected manuscripts were not included in the analysis; these manuscripts remain anonymous per the double-blind review process.

Qualitative Rubric Review {#H2-3-ZOI190537}
-------------------------

Expert reviewers (B.B-J., C.C., I.C., M.M., J.K., M.F., and T.N.) evaluated each manuscript submission against a rubric, including 19 topics (eTable 1 in the [Supplement](#note-ZOI190537-1-s){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Structured answers were provided where possible, and free-text answers were analyzed to identify trends and synonyms across different manuscripts.

Statistical Analysis {#H2-4-ZOI190537}
--------------------

### Author Analysis {#H3-1-ZOI190537}

We examined information on the authors of all accepted manuscripts. Author affiliations were self-identified during the submission process. As a comparison, we analyzed the authors for the NeurIPS 2018 conference main track. Affiliations of the NeurIPS authors were not provided and therefore not used; instead, only author names were analyzed. When comparing the authors across the ML4H workshop and the NeurIPS 2018 main track, we considered names to be matching if they had up to an edit distance of 3. Specifically, if 2 names were not an exact match but would become an exact match with at most 3 insertions, deletions, or substitutions, we considered them a match. This approach enabled us to identify an author even if small changes were made to their name, such as the presence or absence of diacritics.

### Topic Modeling {#H3-2-ZOI190537}

In addition to the rubric-based thematic analysis, we built a topic model using latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)^[@zoi190537r16],[@zoi190537r17]^ from the raw text of the corpus of submitted manuscripts. This model treats individual submissions as having been generated from a distribution over topics, with topics in turn being modeled as distributions over words. We took a standard approach to tokenization, removing punctuation, digits, and special characters. We also removed stop words from the SMART English-language stop word list^[@zoi190537r18]^ and words that appeared fewer than 5 times in the corpus. We built a topic model, selecting *k* = 12 topics by minimizing perplexity on a 90:10 split at the document level (eFigure in the [Supplement](#note-ZOI190537-1-s){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We present a visualization of the resulting 12 topic models trained on the entire corpus of accepted manuscripts using LDA via the LDAvis R package.^[@zoi190537r19]^

### Access to Data and Source Code {#H3-3-ZOI190537}

All the data used in our analyses were extracted from publicly visible web pages. Code for recreating the data and replicating all models and analyses is publicly available on Github.^[@zoi190537r15]^

Results {#H1-3-ZOI190537}
=======

Clinical Collaboration {#H2-5-ZOI190537}
----------------------

Of the 166 submissions evaluated, 58 (34.9%) involved a collaboration with clinicians in the form of collaborating consultants (6 \[3.6%\]), authors (39 \[23.4%\]), or primary authors (13 \[7.8%\]). For clinical practice submissions, 35 (21.1%) involved a collaboration with clinicians in the form of collaborating consultants (4 \[2.4%\]), authors (25 \[15.1%\]), or primary authors (6 \[3.6%\]). The reviewers categorized each manuscript based on task subject (eg, biomedical research, clinical operations, clinical practice, policy, core methods development, and other). Among manuscripts studying clinical practice, 83 projects (50.0%) included clinical collaborators.

Data Used for Research {#H2-6-ZOI190537}
----------------------

A total of 97 data sets (58.4%) used in submissions were public ([Table 1](#zoi190537t1){ref-type="table"}). This was also true about each category, with the exception of speech data sets for which only 1 of 6 data sets (16.9%) was public. Only 20 submissions (12.0%) used more than 1 data source, and only 9 (5.4%) trained on 1 data set and evaluated a different external data set.

###### Data Sets and Data Access for Each Type of Data

  Data Type             Total No. of Data Sets   No. (%) of Data Sets   
  --------------------- ------------------------ ---------------------- -----------
  Total                 166                      97 (58.4)              69 (41.6)
  Structured            54                       28 (51.9)              26 (48.1)
  Image                 39                       28 (71.8)              11 (28.2)
  Text                  34                       19 (55.9)              15 (44.1)
  Biological sequence   10                       8 (80.0)               2 (20.0)
  ECG                   10                       6 (60.0)               4 (40.0)
  EEG                   7                        4 (57.1)               3 (42.9)
  Speech                6                        1 (16.7)               5 (83.3)
  Video                 6                        3 (50.0)               3 (50.0)

Abbreviations: ECG, electrocardiography; EEG, electroencephalography.

A total of 127 data sets (76.5%) used were structured, image, or text data sets ([Table 1](#zoi190537t1){ref-type="table"}). Following these categories of data sets were biological sequences, electrocardiographic (ECG) and electroencephalographic (EEG) waveforms, speech, and video data sets. A notable confounder in this ordering may be that the NeurIPS computational biology workshop did not occur in 2018, meaning that we may have received more biological sequence submissions than otherwise expected.

Several data sets were used in multiple submissions. For example, the Physionet^[@zoi190537r20]^ data sets (MIMIC-III^[@zoi190537r21]^ and eICU^[@zoi190537r22]^), which were used in 18 submissions, represented 34.6% of the structured data set use. Another commonly used data set was the Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative, which was used in 10 submissions primarily for images and biological sequences (eg, genetic variants). These 2 data sources have publicly available application processes. The UK Biobank, although relatively new and with a longer approval process, was used in 3 submissions. Data sets used that are publicly available or have publicly available registration processes are listed in eTable 2 in the [Supplement](#note-ZOI190537-1-s){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Studied Clinical Conditions and Tasks {#H2-7-ZOI190537}
-------------------------------------

The accepted manuscripts studied an array of clinical conditions, as detailed in [Table 2](#zoi190537t2){ref-type="table"}. Clinical practice was the most common application area (70 manuscripts \[42.2%\]), with the most prevalent category (25 \[15.1%\]) being conditions related to the brain and mental health (neurologic, psychological, and cognitive disorders). A total of 21 manuscripts (12.7%) were related to cancer, most often its diagnosis. Cardiovascular conditions were also well represented (19 \[11.4%\]), as was diabetes (10 \[6.0%\]). Seven methods (4.2%) were specifically designed to address multiple conditions. A total of 43 manuscripts (25.9%) did not address any condition in particular and instead introduced general method improvements. Several clinical conditions were addressed by 1 manuscript each: colectomy surgery, genetic diseases, childhood obesity, cystic fibrosis, drug reactions, liver disease, sleep disorders, glaucoma, facial expressions and injury prevention, rare diseases, epidemic processes, and aging.

###### Clinical Conditions

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Condition                            No. (%) of\
                                       Manuscripts[^a^](#zoi190537t2n1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------
  Brain and mental health              25 (15.1)

  Oncology                             21 (12.7)

  Cardiovascular                       19 (11.4)

  Diabetes                             10 (6.0)

  Pregnancy and natality               6 (3.6)

  Pulmonary                            6 (3.6)

  ICU                                  5 (3.0)

  Infection                            5 (3.0)

  Mobility and skeletal conditions     4 (2.5)

  Mortality                            3 (1.8)

  Vocal disorder                       3 (1.8)

  Quality of care or quality of life   2 (1.2)

  Hemorrhage                           2 (1.2)

  Addiction, smoking, opioid           2 (1.2)

  Multiple                             7 (4.2)

  Other                                12 (7.8)

  NA                                   43 (25.9)
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Abbreviations: ICU, intensive care unit; NA, not applicable.

Some manuscripts addressed more than 1 condition (percentages will not equal 100).

We also analyzed the clinical tasks addressed in the manuscripts. Diagnostication was by far the most prevalent clinical task studied (57 \[34.3%\]), with prognostication, subtyping, and treatment planning also receiving attention (eTable 3 in the [Supplement](#note-ZOI190537-1-s){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A total of 61 manuscripts (36.8%) did not focus on a specific clinical task.

Machine Learning Tasks and Methods {#H2-8-ZOI190537}
----------------------------------

This year's theme of the ML4H workshop was moving beyond supervised learning in health care. Nevertheless, more than half of the manuscripts addressed classification problems. Only 11 (6.6%) addressed clustering, and 8 (4.8%) addressed regression (eTable 4 in the [Supplement](#note-ZOI190537-1-s){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Representation learning was the end goal in 8 manuscripts (4.8%) and generative models in 6 (3.6%), although both methods appeared frequently as a means to performing classification. Only 4 manuscripts (2.4%) studied forecasting, causal analysis, and survival analysis. Nine manuscripts (5.4%) undertook multiple tasks.

Methodologically, 115 of 166 manuscripts (69.3%) used deep learning models (eTable 5 in the [Supplement](#note-ZOI190537-1-s){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Convolutional neural networks (39 \[23.5%\]) and other neural networks (30 \[18.1%\]) were the most commonly used, whereas models in the recurrent neural network family, such as long short-term memory (LSTM) networks and gated recurrent units, accounted for 25 manuscripts (15.1%). Generative adversarial networks were used by 8 manuscripts (4.8%), as were tree-based models. Graphical models were only used in 7 cases (4.2%), whereas linear models and support vector machines accounted for 9 manuscripts (5.4%). Gaussian processes were used in 6 manuscripts (3.6%) and latent variable models in 4 manuscripts (2.4%).

Of the surveyed manuscripts, 74 (44.6%) tackled new methods. Surprisingly, only 40 manuscripts (24.1%) documented the application of existing state-of-the-art techniques on the tasks that were undertaken. The reduced use of recent methods is associated with authors relying on older, established methods when no novel methodologic contributions were made and when new algorithms were presented. In the latter case, for some manuscripts, only the new methods were tested.

Author Analysis {#H2-9-ZOI190537}
---------------

The ML4H workshop had 604 unique authors who had submitted manuscripts, with a mean (SD) of 1.13 (0.45) manuscripts per author. Each manuscript had a mean (SD) of 4.10 (2.07) authors and 2.14 (1.70) affiliations. The per-manuscript numbers were higher than the main NeurIPS conference, where there were 3.79 (1.65) authors per manuscript among 3127 unique authors. There were 32 overlapping authors between the main conference track and the ML4H workshop.

Topic Modeling {#H2-10-ZOI190537}
--------------

Most of the 12 topics resulting from the LDA model were broadly interpretable along methodologic or substantive clinical domain axes ([Figure 1](#zoi190537f1){ref-type="fig"}). The first most dominant topic (as measured by marginal probability) was a generic machine learning/artificial intelligence topic (keywords: *data, model,* and *learning*), and the second was a generic medical topic (keywords: *patients, health, disease, risk,* and *treatment*), but the remaining topics appeared to represent distinct methods or application areas. The third topic involved temporality and techniques for longitudinal modeling and biosignals (keywords: *time, LSTM, patients, series, recurrent, signal, ECG, speech,* and *sequence*), and the fourth topic appeared focused on imaging (keywords: *images, classification, deep, segmentation, convolutional, generative adversarial network,* and *supervised*) ([Figure 2](#zoi190537f2){ref-type="fig"}A). The fifth topic seemed to primarily represent generative modeling (keywords: *latent, distribution, space, generative, variational, reconstruction, prior, posterior,* and *variational autoencoder*), and the sixth topic represented natural language processing (keywords: *word, medical, sentence, language, embeddings, corpus,* and *LSTM*) ([Figure 2](#zoi190537f2){ref-type="fig"}B). The seventh topic appeared marked by terms from survival analysis and patient stratification (keywords: *survival, cluster, analysis, time, risk, event, progression, observations, clustering,* and *cancer*), whereas the eighth topic seemed focused on neuroimaging (keywords: *brain, EEG, convolutional, image, Alzheimer, magnetic resonance imaging, Alzheimer disease, neural, sleep, dementia, age, volumes, scans, dice,* and *cognitive*). The ninth topic (keywords: *RNA*) seemed focused on genomics and the 10th topic (keywords: *genetic, causal, effect, trait, phenotypes, biobank,* and *single-nucleotide polymorphisms*) on genetics. The 11th topic appeared dominated by controls and sequential decision-making (keywords: *policy, treatment, λ, π, optimal, control,* and *teacher*) ([Figure 2](#zoi190537f2){ref-type="fig"}C) and the 12th by privacy and security (keywords: *privacy, noise, algorithm, loss, quality, training, distributed, secure, clean,* and *distance*).

![Visualization of 12-Topic Model Trained on Third Annual Machine Learning for Health (ML4H) Workshop Manuscripts\
Principal component (PC) projection of 12 topics learned from ML4H manuscripts. An interactive version can be viewed online.^[@zoi190537r23]^](jamanetwopen-2-e1914051-g001){#zoi190537f1}

![Selected Topics Representing Application Domains and Methods From the Topic Model Trained on Third Annual Machine Learning for Health (ML4H) Workshop Manuscripts\
An interactive version can be viewed online.^[@zoi190537r23]^ AI indicates artificial intelligence; *ICD*, *International Classification of Diseases*. dt, ti, xi, and yi are equation variables common in reinforcement learning algorithms.](jamanetwopen-2-e1914051-g002){#zoi190537f2}

Visualization of all 12 topics via multidimensional scaling revealed global and local structure. Globally, the first principle component appeared to correspond at low values to topics that heavily involve deep learning (computer vision, natural language processing, time series, neuroimaging, and privacy and security) and at high values to topics that involve statistics or theoretical derivations (generative modeling, genetics, genomics, and controls/reinforcement learning). Local structure highlighted topics that tend to share related methods, such as natural language processing and time series (clusters 3 and 6) and generative modeling, genomics, and genetics (clusters 5, 9, and 10).

Discussion {#H1-4-ZOI190537}
==========

The workshop highlighted a broad range of trends, challenges, and key questions in the field of machine learning for health care by means of the accepted manuscripts as well as the invited speakers and panel discussion. Manuscripts accepted at the ML4H workshop included a range of authors, medical domains, and clinical tasks. Given that only 32 ML4H authors (5.3%) participated in the main track at NeurIPS and 58 submission (34.9%) actively involved clinicians, the workshop appeared to attract a broader distinct community from that of NeurIPS. Future work will attempt to more directly assess the project stages at which clinicians are involved (eg, study design, methods, interpretation, and discussion).

An objective yet informative component of machine learning manuscripts are the data sets they use. Several trends emerge from our analysis of the data sets leveraged at ML4H. First, publicly available medical data sets appear to be valuable resources for machine learning researchers. A total of 97 manuscripts (58.4%) accepted at the workshop used public data. Although this is far lower than what has been observed for other subfields of machine learning, it is slightly higher than a prior analysis^[@zoi190537r24]^ found for machine learning for health care more broadly. Although this observation is encouraging---public data enhance reproducibility---we also found that the 3 most common data sets used (MIMIC, eICU, and Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative) alone accounted for 28 manuscripts (16.9%). Although this observation underscores the tremendous value and interest in open clinical data sets, this disproportionate use of few selected data sets may cause results from the field to become biased toward a small number of currently available data sources.

A related observation is the dearth of validation within manuscripts, with only 9 manuscripts (5.4%) validating a model on a separate data set from that on which they were trained. This troubling finding is consistent with retrospective analyses^[@zoi190537r6],[@zoi190537r25]^ of manuscripts from the literature. Taken together, the continued coupling of exclusively internal validation with poor demographic, spatial, and temporal diversity is likely to lead to poor generalization to new institutions as well as susceptibility to data set shift. In this light, these findings imply a strong need for continued efforts to collect and annotate diverse public health care data sets, a finding echoed by other analyses of this space.^[@zoi190537r24]^

Data modality studies also indicate significant specialization of the field into structured data, imaging, and text analysis, which made up 127 ML4H submissions (76.5%). Although this finding is not exactly surprising, it indicates a dearth of analyses of other data types. Waveform data, in particular, present a compelling clinical use case (eg, to characterize EEGs^[@zoi190537r26]^ and to detect rare heart arrhythmias^[@zoi190537r27]^) but are understudied by our analysis. Video data, a major area of study in generic machine learning,^[@zoi190537r28]^ were used little here, although this may be because of the additional privacy implications of working with this modality.

Despite the fact that our workshop theme was moving beyond supervised learning in health care, supervised learning manuscripts were not formally discouraged in the call for manuscripts; we noted that 100 manuscripts (60.2%) focused exclusively on supervised tasks, such as classification, regression, or segmentation (eTable 3 in the [Supplement](#note-ZOI190537-1-s){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Without directly surveying the authors for explanations, it is difficult to provide a definitive explanation. However, we speculate from experience that this may be in part because supervised learning projects are much simpler to design and defend, particularly in health care: supervised learning by definition lends itself to clear-cut tasks with objective evaluations (eg, accuracy in a diagnosis or prediction) and are simple to understand and explain. By the same token, many data sets come with annotations that can be used for supervised prediction (which may be appealing to nonclinicians), and machine learning frameworks, such as TensorFlow,^[@zoi190537r29]^ PyTorch,^[@zoi190537r30]^ and scikit-learn,^[@zoi190537r31]^ generally require little modification to implement and evaluate supervised learning (which may be appealing to new and established clinicians seeking simple implementation). On a related note, we observe that simpler-to-use data types, such as structured data (54 manuscripts \[32.5%\]), images (30 \[23.5%\]), and text (34 \[20.5%\]), are used far more frequently than data types that require more technical expertise to wrangle and clinical expertise to interpret, such as biosignals, including ECG (10 manuscripts \[6.0%\]) and EEG (7 \[4.2%\]), speech (6 \[3.6%\]), and video (6 \[3.6%\]). We view this as a great opportunity for interdisciplinary collaborations, which may be necessary to lower the barrier to data types (biosignals) and data tasks (representation learning and generative modeling) that appear more daunting to those without clinical expertise and/or technical experience working with similar data.

The topic modeling analysis identified meaningful clusters of manuscripts in terms of methods and areas of applications. The unsupervised clustering qualitatively highlights application areas that are becoming increasingly intertwined because of shared methods. For example, one trend is that deep recurrent networks have contributed to a methodologic synergy between longitudinal electronic health record data or natural language processing and biosignals. This trend is apparent from the collocation of topics 3 (*time, LSTM, patients, series, recurrent, signal, ECG, speech,* and *sequence*) and 6 (*word, medical, sentence, language, embeddings, corpus,* and *LSTM*). At the same time, it is notable that the largest global structure in our topic modeling was the separation of fields increasingly dominated by deep learning manuscripts (eg, computer vision, natural language processing, and biosignals) from more statistical or theoretically focused fields (eg, latent variable modeling, genetics, genomics, and sequential decision making). By highlighting such substructure within medical machine learning, we hope to inspire new collaborations among researchers: both between researchers in fields such as natural language processing and structured hospital data, which appear to be naturally converging, and also between subfields such as bayesian and deep learning, which appear to be currently well separated and may benefit from active efforts to cross-fertilize.

In addition, authors across all accepted submissions appeared to systematically favor the term *machine learning* to *artificial intelligence* (*machine learning* and acronyms appeared 4841 times and *artificial intelligence* and acronyms appeared 1322 times). This finding is consistent with our experience that technical researchers in this community tend to describe their work in terms of the methods used rather than the umbrella term of *artificial intelligence*. Given that work published in the medical literature routinely refers to the approach as *artificial intelligence*,^[@zoi190537r32],[@zoi190537r33]^ this could contribute to a language barrier between clinicians and traditional machine learning researchers.

Limitations {#H2-11-ZOI190537}
-----------

This study was a retrospective analysis of manuscripts accepted to the ML4H workshop at NeurIPS, which presents several limitations to the analysis, notably the potential for ascertainment and selection biases. Inclusion in this study requires both submission and acceptance of a manuscript to the workshop. In particular, the general NeurIPS conference caters to a technical computer science and machine learning audience, which may result in an enrichment of manuscripts that present technical novelty. In future years, it will be possible to compare trends over time for both clinical and methodologic areas.

Conclusions {#H1-5-ZOI190537}
===========

Machine learning for health is an intensely interdisciplinary field. Effectively deployed clinical systems require an alignment of data availability, clinical expertise, technical soundness, and economic incentives. Invited discussion at the ML4H workshop highlighted a number of common hindrances to achieving the stated theme of implementing advanced machine learning methods in health care. The requirement for collaboration among key players before project development is the key means of achieving these goals was a recurring theme.

Analysis of accepted manuscripts highlighted the breadth of clinical tasks for which machine learning can be significant. Unsupervised topic modeling suggests a nascent opportunity for new collaborations within the field because deep learning methods have enabled technical convergence among different fields. As highlighted by expert panelists, the same analysis highlights that there may be additional room for technical collaboration among researchers working on subfields that currently are generally disconnected and may benefit from more explicit efforts for collaboration. Finally, manuscripts in general appeared limited in their validation on external data, which may be attributable to an absence of diverse public data sets or a lack of demand for external validation from researchers and reviewers. Regardless of the cause, the need for more active investment into robust machine learning is required as a safeguard against poor prospective performance in new settings.

Although many challenges were discussed at the workshop and in the submitted manuscripts, there was consensus about the enormous potential to solve important health care problems using machine learning. Conversely, health care continues to evolve as one of the most important application areas for machine learning. For the machine learning for health community to realize its full potential, serious and sustained collaboration among researchers from both communities will be required.
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